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The Assassination Of Princess Diana
“This particular phase in my life is the most dangerous. My husband is planning ‘an accident’ in my car, brake
failure and serious head injury in order to make the path clear for him to marry.” —Letter written by Princess
Diana, late 1996 It is a moment that remains frozen in history. When the Mercedes carrying Diana, Princess of
Wales, spun fatally out of control in the Pont de l’Alma tunnel in Paris in August 1997, the world was shocked by
what appeared to be a terrible accident. But two decades later, the circumstances surrounding what really
happened that night—and, crucially, why it happened—remain mired in suspicion, controversy, and
misinformation. Until now. Dylan Howard has re-examined all of the evidence surrounding Diana’s death—official
documents, eyewitness testimony and Diana’s own private journals—as well as amassing dozens of new
interviews with investigators, witnesses, and those closest to the princess to ask one very simple question: Was
the death of Princess Diana a tragedy…or treason? Diana: Case Solved has uncovered in unprecedented detail just
how much of a threat Diana became to the establishment. In these pages you will learn of the covert diaries and
recordings she made, logging the Windsors’ most intimate secrets and hidden scandals as a desperate kind of
insurance policy. You will learn how the royals were not the only powerful enemies she made, as her groundbreaking campaigns against AIDS and landmines drew admiration from the public, but also enmity from powerful
establishment figures including international arms dealers, the British and American governments, and the MI6
and the CIA. And, in a dramatic return to the Parisian streets where she met her fate, the two questions that have
plagued investigators for over twenty years will finally be answered: Why was Diana being driven in a car
previously written off as a death trap? And who was really behind the wheel of the mysterious white Fiat at the
scene of the crash?
This extensive book review – written by an expert on the murder of Princess Diana – exposes Alan Power as a
fraudster. Over 200 separate errors are shown, but with Power's propensity for repetition there are actually well
over 500. The most disturbing factor is the nature of the errors – the 180 page review reveals that Power has
deliberately duped his readers. There are many instances of Power fraudulently altering sworn witness evidence
to fit with his pre-determined false scenario of what occurred. Alan Power Exposed shows that Power's book is a
minefield of deceptive writing, manipulation of evidence, misinformation and misrepresentation of the facts. In the
end it becomes impossible for the reader of The Princess Diana Conspiracy to discern what is fact and what is
fiction or fantasy. At one point Power writes: “Rest assured, my perception is not given to exaggeration or fancy
but is based on the facts” – but unfortunately the truth is quite the opposite. Power's claims of carrying out a ten
year investigation and scrutinising the inquest evidence are shown to be false. Questions are raised over the
book's authorship – there is evidence indicating the probability that there was more than one writer. The review
also addresses the incredible “coincidence” in the timing of Power's publication – it was published within days of
the Scotland Yard announcement that it was scoping new information on the crash, an allegation by Soldier N that
the SAS were involved. Alan Power Exposed includes an analysis dealing with the reasons why there are so many
critical errors in The Princess Diana Conspiracy – it is not an accident. The review raises the very real possibility
that Power's book may in the future be used by the Establishment to deal a strategic blow against the entire
Princess Diana conspiracy movement. This is an incisive review written by John Morgan, who has authored nine
investigative books on the assassination of Princess Diana. He is viewed by many as the world's leading expert on
the circumstances around the 1997 crash in Paris' Alma Tunnel. This is a must read for anyone who has read – or
intends to read – Alan Power's book, The Princess Diana Conspiracy: The Evidence of Murder.
A collection of essays analyzing the hype surrounding the death of Princess Diana, and what it says about modern
society
Entering the world of conspiracy theories and secret societies is like stepping into a distant, parallel universe
where the laws of physics have completely changed: black means white, up is down, and if you want to
understand what’s really going on, you need a good reference book. That’s where Conspiracy Theories & Secret
Societies For Dummies comes in. Whether you’re a skeptic or a true believer, this fascinating guide, packed with
the latest information, walks you through some of the most infamous conspiracy theories — such as Area 51 and
the assassination of JFK — and introduces you to such mysterious organizations as the Freemasons, the Ninjas,
the Mafia, and Rosicrucians. This behind-the-curtain guide helps you separate fact from fiction and helps you the
global impact of these mysterious events and groups on our modern world. Discover how to: Test a conspiracy
theory Spot a sinister secret society Assess the Internet’s role in fueling conspiracy theories Explore world
domination schemes Evaluate 9/11 conspiracy theories Figure out who “they” are Grasp the model on which
conspiracy theories are built Figure out whether what “everybody knows” is true Distinguish on assassination
brotherhood from another Understand why there’s no such thing as a “lone assassin” Why do hot dogs come in
packages of ten, while buns come in eight-packs? Everybody knows its a conspiracy, right? Find out in Conspiracy
Theories & Secret Societies For Dummies.
The Murder of Princess Diana
Who Killed Princess Diana?
Blueprint of a Princess
The Evidence
Lady Diana top-secret
Diana, Princess of Wales
The Murder of Princess Diana - The Truth Behind the Assasination of the People's Princess
Was Princess Diana murdered? Or was she just the victim of a tragic traffic accident? If she was murdered, who did it?
Who ordered the assassination and what were the motives behind it? Were the same powers behind England's recent
"Butler Scandal"? Based on information received from a veteran CIA contract agent one week prior to the crash in Paris plus further evidence obtained from other highly placed British Intelligence sources, this investigative work presents an
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uncompromising inquiry into Diana's death. Included are exclusive new interviews with named MI5 officers who will
confirm British Intelligence's involvement in Diana's death!
Millions remember the tragic date when the world lost a princess and two boys lost their beloved mother. It was a freak
accident—Diana, Dodi Fayed, and driver Henri Paul died fleeing aggressive paparazzi…or so officials led us to believe. But
investigative journalist Noel Botham wasn’t satisfied with the “official” story. The Murder of Princess Diana documents
his intensive probe into what happened that fateful night in Paris. Finally, here is a book that dares to ask—and
answer—questions such as: Was the blood sample supposedly taken from Henri Paul’s body actually his blood? Why was
the tunnel cleaned with detergent before forensic investigations could take place? Why was Diana’s body partially
embalmed before the post mortem? What were the connections between the driver of the Fiat Uno seen near the
Mercedes and MI6? Was the man’s subsequent fiery death really an accident? Did Diana’s international campaign against
landmines create a deadly conflict with the CIA? Culled from interviews with contacts from behind palace walls to within
the halls of the Pentagon, this shocking expose blows the lid off cover-ups arranged in the highest echelons of power.
Now, at long last, the secrets are revealed;the lies are exposed—and the truth about Diana’s death is brought to light.
Throughout her public life the eyes of the world were on Diana, Princess of Wales. But who else was watching her more
closely? What were their motives? What was their agenda? And what was their role in her death? Diana famously
predicted her own demise in a road accident. When it happened Her Majesty the Queen warned Diana's butler to beware
of dark forces, telling him of “powers at work in this country about which we have no knowledge”. After two international
police investigations and an exhaustive inquest, questions still remain about the circumstances surrounding the death of
the self-styled Queen of Hearts. On the night she died two secret operations – one connected to the British Establishment
and one involving major figures in the French government – collided unintentionally with catastrophic results. From
Bosnia to Baghdad, from Paris to Washington, from Angola to London this 'faction' thriller tells the compelling story of the
British, French and American secret services' involvement in the most iconic car crash in history…and beyond. The names,
dates, places and events are real. Only the storyline is fiction. Or is it? As the former head of Scotland Yard's press
bureau, crime correspondent for a Sunday newspaper, and personal adviser to Mohamed Al Fayed, the author has a
unique insight. Among the countless conspiracy theories, his is the most plausible account so far. This is a 'must read' for
all students of the subject.
Argues that the death of Princess Diana was not accidental, examining events and circumstances surrounding the car
accident and the subsequent investigation. Reissue.
The Murder of a Princess?
The Last Days
Conspiracy Theories and Secret Societies For Dummies
Her True Story
The Shocking Truth
The Murder Of Princess Diana
Revealed: the Truth Behind the Murder of the Century

Includes sensational new material! 12:23 a.m. August 31st 1997. The Mercedes driven by Henri Paul in which
Princess Diana, Dodi Al Fayed and Trevor Rees-Jones were travelling crashes into a pillar in the Alma tunnel in
Paris, killing Paul, Dodi and Diana and seriously injuring Rees-Jones. That much is certain. But little else. David
Cohen never expected to be investigating Diana’s death. But after a reliable source asked him to fly to Geneva to
listen to a dramatic story, he soon found himself on the trial of a young Englishwoman who, he increasingly came
to realize, had been tragically out of her depth in the company of drugs dealers, arms dealers and secret service
operators. Cohen reveals answers to some of the most troubling questions surrounding the events of that night.
He discloses why the Mercedes was taking the wrong route to Dodi’s flat. He uncovers incriminating information
about the owner of the infamous Fiat Uno. He reveals Henri Paul’s true role with M16. And, after years of
investigation, he explains the links between the mysterious cult, The Order of the Solar Temple – whose members,
including Princess Grace of Monaco, have died in a series of suspicious circumstances – and the circumstances
surrounding Diana on the night she died.
"This is the only book in the world which openly reveals, without fear and with evidence at hand, the name and
surname of the instigator who caused the death of Princess Diana Spencer, furthermore it will be easy to discover
the identity of the remaining true culprits involved in the case. Regarding the reason behind the tragic final event
in which the Princess was a victim, this book reveals the real motive, the way in which her executors acted and
every little detail of what went unnoticed by the greatest investigators, as well as what they were forced to hide.
Like the handbook of an investigative dossier, the content in this literary work will reveal the crude truths about
the case which every detective, after giving up their research, have referred to as: "LADY DIANA'S DEATH WILL
REMAIN A GREAT AND IRRESOLVABLE MYSTERY"."This book is not a novel, but a real and in-depth inquiry which
lasted 3 years. A tribute to Lady D"
Like the assassination of John F. Kennedy, the tragic death of the Princess of Wales on 31st august 1997 is one of
those defining benchmarks in history - an event that touched each of us so profoundly that we will never forget
the moment we heard the news.
For the twentieth anniversary of Diana's death, a new, updated edition of the headline-grabbing New York Times
bestseller that told the definitive story of how the Princess of Wales lost her life in a high-speed car accident in the
heart of Paris on August 31, 1997. What really happened on that fateful summer night? Rumors still abound: that
Diana and her boyfriend, Dodi Fayed (son of wealthy Egyptian businessman Mohamed Al Fayed), were planning to
marry and British intelligence was somehow involved in their deaths. Or, that the paparazzi, a second car, or
Diana and Dodi's driver, may have been responsible. Written by Tom Sancton, Time's Paris bureau chief at the
time, and Scott MacLeod, then the magazine's Middle East correspondent, Death of a Princess struck a chord in
1998 with its exhaustive account of what really happened in the months, days, hours, and minutes leading up to
the fatal crash. The book remains a masterwork of strong, original reporting, firsthand interviews with key figures,
and insider analysis of one of the twentieth century's most tragic and unforgettable events.
Ancestry Charts of the Current British Royal Family, Children with Leukaemia, Death of Diana, Princess of Wales,
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Death of Di
Hundreds of Errors in "The Princess Diana Conspiracy"
The Bible Code Princess Diana and Dodi Fayed
How They Murdered Princess Diana
We Interrupt this Broadcast
Interpreting Diana
Conspiracies over Enigmatic Demise of Princess of Wales

This explosive book blows the lid on one of the most shocking crimes of our modern era. But it does more than that. How They
Murdered Princess Diana is the most complete evidence-based account of the assassination of Princess Diana yet written. It delivers on
providing answers to many of the key questions surrounding the 1997 Paris crash that took the lives of Diana and her lover Dodi Fayed
- Who did it? Why was Diana assassinated? How was it carried out? It also exposes the massive inter-governmental cover-up that has
taken place throughout the 17 years since the deaths. This book takes the reader through the entire story - right from the breakdown of
the Diana-Charles marriage through to the 2013 sham police "scoping" of allegations of SAS involvement made by Soldier N. It covers
the critical events that took place in Paris on the last day of Diana and Dodi's lives. It reveals that the crash in the tunnel was
orchestrated by MI6 on the orders of senior British royals. Princess Diana survived the crash but was effectively murdered by
deliberate mistreatment in the ambulance by people who were supposed to be saving her. The individuals involved in the murders are
exposed - it is revealed that Sherard Cowper-Coles, former UK ambassador to Saudi Arabia, headed the MI6 operation on the ground
in Paris. The roles of other operatives in this highly coordinated assassination are addressed in detail. This is the first book to cover the
complete story in such chilling detail - a true account using the witnesses own words that at times will leave the reader shocked, aghast
and breathless. How They Murdered Princess Diana shows that the 2007-8 London inquest into the deaths - headed by Lord Justice
Scott Baker - was one of the most inept and corrupt inquests in the history of the British judicial system. It also exposes the 2004-6
Scotland Yard Paget investigation as a huge farce that was more dedicated to covering up the facts of what occurred than to
uncovering truth. The perpetrators never thought anyone would or could ever do a full investigation piecing it all together - but this is
exactly what John Morgan has done. As a result of nine years of investigative research he has produced the definitive work on the
Paris assassination - the uncensored record of what occurred, how it was done and who did it. Eminent QC Michael Mansfield - who
served throughout the six months of the London inquest - has said: "I have no doubt that the volumes written by John Morgan will
come to be regarded as the 'Magnum Opus' on the crash." How They Murdered Princess Diana is the long-awaited abridgement of the
six volumes of the highly-acclaimed Diana Inquest series. It documents the shocking truth - the shameful account of the statesponsored assassination of Britain and the world's most loved princess, Diana Princess of Wales. John Morgan's investigation website:
www.princessdianadeaththeevidence.weebly.com
This explosive book exposes high-level corruption in London's Metropolitan Police Service following the August 1997 death of
Princess Diana in Paris. Over the ensuing decade Scotland Yard carried out one of the biggest and most wide-reaching cover-ups in its
history. Police Commissioners Paul Condon and John Stevens should have conducted a thorough investigation. Instead, they sought to
prevent the truth of the Alma Tunnel car crash – the assassination of Princess Diana – from being revealed to the British public. Just
18 days after the crash Princess Diana's lawyer, Victor Mishcon, presented to Paul Condon documentary evidence of Diana's belief she
would be killed in a car crash. Instead of investigating this, Condon locked the evidence in his office safe – and there it stayed for six
years. But it is worse: this book reveals that in 2007 – the year following the death of Mishcon – Condon and his assistant, David
Veness, fabricated a document to “show” that Mishcon agreed with the suppression of the evidence. They used this fabricated
document – with Condon's forged signature – to support their perjury at the 2007-8 inquest, where they falsely claimed Mishcon had
insisted on the suppression of the Diana evidence. Corruption at Scotland Yard shows that Lord John Stevens, Lord Paul Condon and
Sir David Veness colluded and lied repeatedly during their extensive inquest cross-examinations. The book also reveals that Stevens
presided over one of the largest sham investigations in the history of British policing – Operation Paget. An operation that the public
believed was designed to investigate the Paris crash was instead used to cover up the truth of what occurred – protecting the
perpetrators of the assassination of Princess Diana. This book reveals that on the very day of the crash Condon and Veness deliberately
appointed Jeffrey Rees – a corrupt officer – to head the investigation, even though he was not available and had a clear conflict of
interest. Corruption at Scotland Yard exposes police corruption involving top police on a scale that will shock most members of the
British public.
What and who caused the death of Lady Diana? Was she a victim of a fatal accidental car crash, or was she violently murdered
through a precise and well organized plot? According to the authors of many books it is an extremely mysterious event, and it will
remain so forever, however this book gives out evidence, testimonies and accuracies about how things really went. Nothing of what
happens can remain hidden forever! The literary content of this book, like a manual, aims to reveal everything about what everyone
called ”THE BIG UNSOLVABLE MYSTERY ABOUT LADY DIANA'S DEATH”. About the Princess' tragic final events, after
reading this book it will be easy to identify the real culprits, their names and last names, it will be obvious why and how they acted,
what was their true motive and every single detail missed by the greatest investigators. Only after punishing the wrongdoers Diana will
be able to rest in peace, and her two sons will be able to finally accept what has sadly happened to their mother. This publication is a
tribute to the world most loved Princess. PUBLISHER: TEKTIME
15 years after the deaths of Diana Spencer, Princess of Wales, Dodi Al Fayed and Henri Paul, Alan Power reveals what really
happened on that fateful night in Paris.
MYSTERIOUS DEATH OF LADY DIANA
Remembering Diana
The Definitive Account and Evidence That Proves What Really Happened
A Life in Photographs
After Diana
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The Assassination of Princess Diana
The Princess Diana Conspiracy
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Years after her death, Princess Diana remains a mystery.
This "insanely readable and improbably profound" biography (Chicago Tribune) reveals the
truth as only famed journalist Tina Brown could tell it. "The best book on Diana." —The
New Yorker Was she “the people’s princess,” who electrified the world with her beauty and
humanitarian missions? Or was she manipulative and media-savvy and nearly brought down
the monarchy? Tina Brown, former Editor-in-Chief of Tatler, England’s glossiest gossip
magazine; Vanity Fair; and The New Yorker gives us the answers. Tina knew Diana
personally and has far-reaching insight into the royals and the Queen herself. In The
Diana Chronicles, you will meet a formidable female cast and understand as never before
the society that shaped them: Diana's sexually charged mother, her scheming grandmother,
the stepmother she hated but finally came to terms with, and bad-girl Fergie, her sisterin-law, who concealed wounds of her own. Most formidable of them all was her mother-inlaw, the Queen, whose admiration Diana sought till the day she died. Add Camilla ParkerBowles, the ultimate "other woman" into this combustible mix, and it's no wonder that
Diana broke out of her royal cage into celebrity culture, where she found her own power
and used it to devastating effect.
Mysterious Death of Lady Diana Being the most famous princess of the British royal
family, Diana has always stayed in the limelight. Even today news about her creates
curiosity among people from all over the world. Her contribution towards society and kind
nature are still praised by everyone. Some people still believe that the road accident in
Paris which claimed the “People’s Princess” was not an accident. What happened to the
People’s Princess? Still remains an unanswered question. Here in this book the various
conspiracies behind her death are revealed. Why people still love Diana so much? Her
death and latest revelations has ignited many new controversies. Read this book and
realize what else you might not know about Princess Diana.
"For the millions who adored the People's Princess, this lavish book celebrates Diana
Spencer's life in pictures. Page after page of inside photos from the legendary National
Geographic archives document the royal's most memorable moments in the spotlight; a
luminous, personal remembrance by Diana friend and biographer Tina Brown adds context and
nuance to a poignant life twenty years after her tragic death. Float down memory lane
through more than 100 remarkable images of Diana, from her days as a schoolgirl to her
engagement to Prince Charles, the birth of Princes William and Harry, and her life in the
media as an outspoken advocate for the poor, the sick, and the downtrodden. This elegant
book features reflections from those who knew her best, recollections from dignitaries
and celebrities like Nelson Mandela and Elton John, and personal insight through the
princess's own words. Published to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of Diana's
death, this richly illustrated book is a beautiful ode to one of the world's most beloved
women."--Provided by publisher.
The death and funeral of Diana, Princess of Wales, was one of the biggest television
spectacles the world has ever seen. In the midst of the blanket media coverage and the
astonishing scenes of grieving across the U.K., the British Film Institute asked members
of the viewing public how they reacted to the television coverage of these historic
events. Drawing on unique and wide-ranging in-depth replies from people around the
country, this book examines the role television played in providing up-to-the-minute news
about this tragic event, its role in shaping public perceptions about the mass
outpourings of grief, and assesses whether the television coverage of the Princess's
funeral revitalized the connection between individual viewers and the core values of a
wider society. Interpreting Dianagoes on to explore the reason why the Princess's death
affected so many people who had never met her and suggests that television genres such as
news and soap opera are integral to the way we think about the world around us. This is
the first book to present original evidence of viewer's responses to one of the defining
historical and media events of our times.
The Diana Conspiracy Exposed
Princess Diana
Who Killed Marilyn Monroe, JFK, Michael Jackson, Elvis Presley, and Princess Diana?
Irreverent Elegies
The Definitive Account of the Last Days and Death of Diana, Princess of Wales
Diana: Case Solved
Royal Vengeance
This explosive, evidence-based book is the most shocking, revealing, yet factual work written on the 1997 Paris car crash that took
the lives of Princess Diana and her lover, Dodi Fayed. It includes evidence showing the assassination of Princess Diana was carried
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out by the British intelligence agency, MI6, on orders from senior members of the British royal family.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages:
59. Chapters: Ancestry charts of the current British Royal Family, Children with Leukaemia, Death of Diana, Princess of Wales,
Death of Diana, Princess of Wales conspiracy theories, Diana: Last Days of a Princess, Diana: The Rose Conspiracy, Diana: Warrior
Princess, Diana (2013 film), Diana - The People's Princess, Dodi Fayed, Engagement ring of Diana, Princess of Wales, Funeral of
Diana, Princess of Wales, Henri Paul, Her Royal Highness..? (play), James Hewitt, List of wedding guests of Charles, Prince of
Wales, and Lady Diana Spencer, Operation Paget, Paul Burrell, Princess Diana's Revenge, Princess of Wales's Royal Regiment,
Princess of Wales Theatre, Squidgygate, The Diana Chronicles, The Little White Car, The Murder of Princess Diana, The Queen
(film), Unlawful Killing (film), Untold Story (novel), Wedding dress of Lady Diana Spencer, Wedding of Charles, Prince of Wales,
and Lady Diana Spencer. Excerpt: All people are descended via various racial or ethnic lines of the antiquity, but in case of most,
records do not exist. The British royal family is one of the few families, for whom ancestry can be traced to many notable lineages of
the antiquity. They can be traced from Saxon, Scottish (Stuart dynasty), Welsh (Tudor dynasty), Irish, German (Hanover and
Windsor), French (Norman and Angevin), Russian, Frank and perhaps even Byzantine lineages. George I of Great Britain had
descended, through both of his parents, from Rollo, the Viking founder of the ducal lineage of Normandy. Prince Albert, consort of
Queen Victoria, had a descent from King Henry II of England through his daughter Matilda. One established connection is given
below, starting with Byzantine emperor Isaac II Angelos (for his descent, see Descent from antiquity#Caucasian route). Other
possible connections are as under: Connections are also traced by enthusiasts...
Was Princess Diana murdered? Yes, she was. That part is easily seen--even the means are known. She was gravely injured in a
deliberate car wreck that immediately killed two other people, and she was then allowed to slowly bleed to death from internal
injuries. But why? And to what end? She stirs up our passions even today--but she will never die. Not really. She has joined the
Pantheon. Diana began life as we all do--but then, she revealed herself in her goddess form, and the world responded. And we still
respond, even though she has returned to the place where there is no time, and even though we no longer see her moving amongst us.
She was a bridge figure, both human and divine. We have met such figures before, through all the ages--gods and goddesses, saints
and saviors--and their fate has always been the same. They have always been killed. But by whom? And to what purpose? Royal
Vengeance answers all these questions and more.
After in-depth research of the circumstances of that fateful night, investigative writer and former journalist Noel Botham finally
reveals what he alleges to be the truth - Princess Diana fell victim to a ruthlessly executed assassination. Twenty years later, the
tragedy still shapes Britain as we know it today. How could the Establishment betray the trust of a whole nation? How was the killing
executed? Was there really another car in the tunnel at the time of the crash? Reporting from the innermost sanctums of British
intelligence and royalty, Botham reveals shocking answers to what he claims is one of the UK's most successfully kept secrets. As
Botham affirms, The Murder of Princess Diana firmly lays to rest the outdated theory that Diana's death was a mere accident, and
finally gives the people of Britain the explanation they deserve.
The Truth Behind The Assassination Of The People's Princess
The Evidence of Murder
Lady diana - top secret
The name of the killer instigator revealed.
Paris-London Connection
Diana Frances Spencer - Queen of Hearts
The Assassination of Princess Diana and the Ancient Royal Cult of Human Sacrifice

Uses interviews to describe events leading up to the car crash that killed Princess Diana, her
emergency medical treatment, and progress by the French police
The most shocking, yet factual, book written on the 1997 Paris crash that took the lives of
Princess Diana and her lover, Dodi Fayed. This fast-moving but authoritative narrative covers
the events leading up to and following the tragedy.
REPUBLISHED TO COMMEMORATE THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF PRINCESS DIANA’S DEATH A whole nation stood
paralysed at the news of Princess Diana’s tragic death after a car crash in Paris in August
1997. However heartbroken about the accident that took the life of the People’s Princess, many
people were sceptical about the government’s official statements. After in-depth research of the
circumstances of that fateful night, investigative writer and former journalist Noel Botham
finally reveals what he alleges to be the truth – Princess Diana fell victim to a ruthlessly
executed assassination. Twenty years later, the tragedy still shapes Britain as we know it
today. How could the Establishment betray the trust of a whole nation? How was the killing
executed? Was there really another car in the tunnel at the time of the crash? Reporting from
the innermost sanctums of British intelligence and royalty, Botham reveals shocking answers to
what he claims is one of the UK’s most successfully kept secrets. As Botham affirms, The Murder
of Princess Diana firmly lays to rest the theory that Diana’s death was a mere accident, and
finally gives the people of Britain the explanation they deserve.
The unexpected death of Diana, Princess of Wales, in Paris on August 31st 1997 led to a period
of mourning over the next week that took the world by surprise. Major institutions - the media,
the royal family, the church, the police - for once had no pre-planned script. For the public,
this was a story with an ending they had not anticipated. How did these institutions and the
public create a cultural order in the face of such disorder? Both those involved in the mourning
and those who objected to it struggled to understand the depth and breadth of emotion shaking
Britain and the world. Mourning was focused on London, where Diana's body lay, and on Diana's
home, Kensington Palace. Throughout the city and especially in Kensington Gardens, millions left
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shrines to the dead princess made of flowers, messages, teddy bears and other objects. In towns
and villages around the UK, this was repeated. The mourning was also global, with media
dominated by Diana's death in scores of countries. The funeral itself had a record-breaking
world television audience, and messages of condolence floated around the globe in cyber-space.
How unique was all this? Does it mark a shift in the culture of mourning, of the position of the
monarchy, of the role of emotion in British culture? How does it compare with the mourning for
other super-icons - JFK, Evita, Elvis, and Monroe? Was it media-induced hysteria? Or was it
simply a magnification of normal mourning behaviour? Focusing on the extraordinary actions of
millions of ordinary people, this book documents what happened and shows how a modern rational
society coped with the unexpected in a proto-revolutionary week that left participants and
objectors alike asking 'why did we behave like this?'
An Investigational Analysis of the Death of Princess Diana
The Mourning for Diana
The Hidden Evidence : how MI6 and the CIA Were Involved in the Death of Princess Diana
The Diana Chronicles
The Day Diana Died
Corruption at Scotland Yard
The True Story Behind Diana's Tragic End

Was Diana murdered? Was the British Royal family involved? Was she pregnant and engaged to Dodi? Did the paparazzi or 'a
blinding white flash' cause the crash? Was driver Henri Paul really drunk or were his blood tests switched? Since Princess Diana
died in Paris on 31 August 1997 there have been more questions than answers about the crash that killed her, despite lengthy
official French and British investigations. This is the authoritative and up-to-date study into the death of Diana, Princess of
Wales, which includes unique access to Diana's close friends and bodyguards, French and British detectives who probed the
crash, and the official French investigation's dossier into the crash.
“A riveting read that exposes the dark underbelly of Hollywood and the real stories behind the most talked about deaths in
modern times.” —Caroline Graham, author of Camilla: The King’s Mistress These five deaths stopped the whole world in its
tracks. We all famously recall where we were and what we were doing when JFK was assassinated, as well as the moments Elvis,
Princess Diana, and Michael Jackson died. As for Marilyn Monroe, the candle flickered out long ago, but only now can the truth
be told about how—and why—she died. After combing through thousands of recently declassified FBI files and interviewing key
witnesses, crime analysts, and forensic experts during years of research, investigative writer David Gardner has unearthed new
information that will transform the way we look at these iconic tragedies that have long fascinated and intrigued the general
public. Murder, Lies, and Cover-Ups reveals that Elvis Presley died not as a self-obsessed caricature but as a genuine hero who
may have signed his death warrant going undercover for the FBI; how Marilyn Monroe’s secret affairs with JFK and his
brother, Robert, left her in the crosshairs of a lethal conspiracy; why Princess Diana’s death was no accident; who ordered
President John F. Kennedy’s assassination; and how on three occasions Michael Jackson “died” of painkiller drug overdoses in
the months before his death. In the wake of new evidence and testimonies, Murder, Lies, and Cover-Ups provides many of the
answers that have been elusive for so long, while explaining what it was about these enduring legends that made their legacies
burn so bright. “A fascinating book.” —Allan Hall, author of Girl in the Cellar
This explosive, evidence-based book is the most shocking, revealing, yet factual work written on the 1997 Paris car crash that took
the lives of Princess Diana and her lover Dodi Fayed. Diana Inquest: Who Killed Princess Diana? includes evidence showing the
assassination of Princess Diana was carried out by the British intelligence agency, MI6, on orders from senior members of the
British royal family. Sensational new revelations include documentary and witness evidence which demonstrates that the top three
MI6 officers in Paris were replaced by more senior officers in the days immediately prior to the Paris crash. Analysis of testimony
from MI6 officers reveals they lied repeatedly during their inquest cross-examinations. There is strong evidence of MI6
involvement in two failed assassination plots against high-profile world leaders in the 18 month period leading up to the
successful Diana assassination This book also exposes Rosa Monckton - wife of former newspaper editor, Dominic Lawson - as
an MI6 agent who spied on Princess Diana. Who Killed Princess Diana? covers the role of the Queen and senior royals in the
deaths. It reveals evidence of a special rescheduled meeting of the royal Way Ahead Group - chaired by the Queen - being held
just 39 days before Princess Diana was assassinated. Analysis of the inquest testimony of the private secretaries of the Queen and
Prince Philip shows they both lied about the nature and content of Way Ahead Group meetings. This volume - the fifth in the
Diana Inquest series - also includes evidence showing that British Prime Minister, Tony Blair, had prior knowledge of the
assassination of Princess Diana. The book reveals how the inquest judge, Lord Justice Scott Baker, deliberately prevented his jury
from being able to piece together the evidence that could have allowed them to understand the roles played by MI6 and the royal
family in the deaths of Diana and Dodi The Diana Inquest series of books is based on forensic analysis of the testimony heard
during the 2007-08 inquest, and also on evidence from the British police investigation that was withheld from the inquest jury. A
leading UK QC, Michael Mansfield, who served throughout the six months of the London inquest, has stated "I have no doubt
that the volumes written by [John Morgan] will come to be regarded as the 'Magnum Opus' on the crash ... that resulted in the
unlawful killing of Diana, Princess of Wales and Dodi Al Fayed and the cover-up that followed." Dodi's father, Mohamed Al
Fayed has said: "I believe that John Morgan has done more to expose the facts of this case than the police in France and
Britain."
This forensic examination of the last days and death of Diana, Princess of Wales, in 1997. With access from the exhaustive
investigation, the author pieces together a full and accurate picture of her final days and the aftermath of her death.
Murder, Lies, and Cover-Ups
Alan Power Exposed
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Acces PDF The Assassination Of Princess Diana
The Investigation
Diana
The Princess Diana Death Crash Mystery Unravelled
“The Lady Di” Conspiracy
Television Audiences and the Death of a Princess
An intimate portrait of the Princess of Wales describes her public and private life, reveals details about her marital problems, and
discusses her attitudes toward motherhood and public service.
"Possibly they died in the hands of British MI-5 Intelligent agents who have been spying on them", said Glyn Jones, a former
British Intelligent agent who had been recruited from Special Air Service (SAS) - British elite air-force— as he was giving
comments on the death of Diana and Dodi Al-Fayed, (Indonesian magazine, Gatra, October 11, 1997), quoted from the German
tabloid (Dos Neue). Having been tracing the route of Paul's blood sample, which was examined by the judges in France, Al-Fayed
concluded that such the blood sample was not Paul's; it had been changed in order to cover the murder. Then he uttered: "What
happened to Diana and my son was nothing but a murder, and I won't just keep silent until I get the truth." (Indonesian Newspaper,
Republika, September 1, 2000). According to Thomas, the target of MOSSAD actually was not Dodi and Diana. MOSSAD has
never interested in these couple. What they need was "the informer", a person who gives them information on the illegal weapon
traders that sell weapons to Israel's enemies. For that reason, MOSSAD dropped its field agent Maurice, who was well known as
"an excellent manipulator". (Indonesian tabloid, Aura, No.31/Year IV, 1st Week, September 2000). Although Al-Fayed had to
accept the verdict stated by the State Court in London, he still believes that Diana and his son died due to the conspiracy. The
verdict itself was based on the conclusions of a group of jury- eleven of them-, and it was read by the judge Scott Baker. It says
that the death of Diana and Dodi was merely a traffic accident caused by the drunken driver. Gisele Paul, a mother of Dodi's driver
and simultaneously his body guard, Henry Paul, who was accused of being drunk when driving, agreed with Al-Fayed. She is
much convinced that her son died due to the complicated high-rank conspiracy. "The truth will never be revealed", she said
desperately. (Indonesian magazine Gatra, No. 23, Year XIV, April 17-23, 2008). Will this case be over just like that? Absolutely
not!! This novel will deeply analyze all the questions coming up due to the above statements. An Indonesian senior literary man,
Taufiq Ismail, whose great name is much known by Indonesian nation, commented as follows: "His logical plots were very smart
and able to lead us to believe that the scenario of the murder of Princess Diana wouldn't be quite different from this "semi-fiction"
story composed by Indra Adil." - Pustaka Al-Kautsar Publisher The tragic death of Princess Diana of Wales - the most famous, the most photographed, the most written about woman of the
modern world and possibly of all time - was one of the most shocking and saddening events of the late Twentieth Century and
certainly of the 1990s. Not since the assassination of American President John Fitzgerald Kennedy in 1963, has such an event
captured the attention of the world community. On that ill-fated Sunday of 31 August 1997, and the following week until her funeral,
there was much talk, discussion, reflection and eulogizing of this Princess of Love, the People's Princess, the Queen of Hearts,
England's Rose. But in all of the major media news coverage, there was no discussion given to the underlying cosmic aspects of
her life and death. This book is dedicated to addressing those issues through the ancient science and art of numerology,
specifically The King's Numerology. Its purpose and hope is to offer some consolation and explanation as to that one question so
poignantly written on a card of condolence left with the multitude of flowers before the gates of Buckingham Palace. . . "Why?"
What happened to Diana and Dodi in the Alma Tunnel on the night of August 31, 1997? Was Diana six weeks pregnant? Was she
about to get engaged and married to Dodi? Had Dodi purchased an engagement ring for her? Was he planning to present it to her
that night? Was Andanson an SIS operative, trained to use his white Fiat Uno to tip the Mercedes car, causing it to career into the
13th pillar in the tunnel? Why was he found, deep in a forest, beheaded in his burnt out, keyless, locked car, with a bullet wound in
his head? Is Tomlinson, ex-SIS agent, absolutely right when he says the Mercedes car accident was a classically planned SIS
method of execution, one he knew was being planned to assassinate a former Serbian leader? What was the bright light witnesses
saw in the tunnel that night? Was it a strobe light used to blind the driver? What was the loud bang they heard before the crash?
Did Diana tell a medic that she wished to be buried with Dodi as she lay dying? Was Diana a half-sister to Jemima Khan?
The Decoy
Diana Inquest
Death of a Goddess
Relive the Events that Stopped Our Lives-- from the Hindenburg to the Death of Princess Diana
Death of a Princess
The Mistery Behind the Tragedy of Pont de l'Alma
Since Princess Diana's untimely death, the public has become increasingly aware that there may have been more to the car crash than the
establishment would like us to believe.
The book that the British government tried to ban! British investigative journalists Jon King and John Beveridge have maintained from the outset
that they were informed of a plot to assassinate Princess Diana one week before her death. Three years ago, Royal Butler Paul Burrell's revelations
confirmed their claim. In an astonishing letter written ten months before her death, Princess Diana confirmed that a plot to assassinate her in a
'road traffic accident' was indeed planned and carried out by order of the British Royal Establishment. The letter, owned by Burrell and written
by Diana in October 1996, reads: "This particular phase in my life is the most dangerous. My husband is planning an accident in my car, brake
failure and serious head injury, in order to make the path clear for him to marry". Ten months later, on 23 August 1997, one week before her
death, the authors were informed of this same plot to kill Diana. The EVIDENCE they uncovered during their subsequent investigation is truly
disturbing. . .
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